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Discover the easy, hassle-free way to
go paperless and protect your documents. 

www.storetec.net

Call 0800 612 4065
or email sales@storetec.net

London, Manchester, Birmingham, Newcastle and Hull.

Turn your paper 
documents into a
digital archive! 

Our expert services include:

BPO/Outsourcing, Bureau Business of the Year 2018, 2017, BPO/Outsourcing, Bureau Business of the Year 2018, 2017, 
2015, 2014 & 20132015, 2014 & 2013

Records Management Product of the Year 2019Records Management Product of the Year 2019

Data Destruction & Shredding Company of the Year 2019Data Destruction & Shredding Company of the Year 2019

Document Scanning

Document Storage

FreeDocs Document Management

Microfilm & Microfiche Scanning

Records Management Services
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With employees experiencing
limited or no access to the
office due to Coronavirus,

digital mailroom has been a hot topic in
the document management industry
the last couple of months. However, the
benefits of digital mailroom go far
beyond having electronic access to
incoming mail items.

Storetec began working with one
national claims handling company a
number of years ago, forming a vital
part of their claims handling process.
This allowed the client to ramp up their
volume and focus internal resources on
other critical tasks. Initially, the client
diverted two different form types to
Storetec for scanning. These included:

Credit  Forms  - encompassing the first
key stage of the claims process. These
forms are completed by potential
claimants and used to register their
intention to pursue a claim by providing
key details (e.g. name, address, date of
birth, email address, previous names,
previous addresses, previous/current
lenders).

Letters  of  Authority  - forming the
second stage of the claims process,
these forms contain the client details
obtained from the Credit Forms. The
claimant must sign the Letter of
Authority after checking the details and
confirming that they are correct, or

amending if necessary.
The client also diverted their general

incoming mail to Storetec for handling
and processing to digital images. This
allowed all of the client's employees to
be allocated to the claims management
process. The general mail incorporated
various document types such as
responses from banks requesting more
information, confirmations of successful
claims, customer complaints and issues,
payment information, accounting
documentation and verification of
unsuccessful claims.

PROCESS  OVERVIEW  IN  BRIEF
Storetec receive all mail items by
9.00 am each day.
Mail presort splits the mail into
reply paid and postage paid mail.
Mail items are opened and sorted
into their respective mail types.
The mail items are then prepared for
scanning as per agreed client
specification for each document
type. This involves categorisation of
the items based on completeness
and exception handling procedures
defined by the client.
The forms are then scanned and
quality checked before being
released to the processing team for
data capture.
Dictated by the categorisation and
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Claim to fame
Illustrated through the example of a tailored project
recently completed for a claims handling company,
David Wilkinson discusses how Storetec's digital
mailroom solution can revolutionise internal processing
operations and enhance efficiency
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exceptions, the processing team
capture data from each form, the
amount of which is dependent
upon the form completeness.
Captured data (metadata) is
collated with scanned images and
final output is generated.
Final output (images and metadata
file) is checked and then
transmitted to the client via SFTP.
Client reviews forms where
necessary, based on completeness
coding assigned by Storetec, and
then triggers the next stage of the
claims process.

INCREASING  CAPACITY
Whilst the mail volumes were initially
low, the clients' aim was to increase
the throughput of claims in advance of
the then impending PPI deadline to
maximise the number of successful
claim outcomes. Operating on a 48-
hour SLA for all work, Storetec helped
the client to focus less on form
capture and validation and more on
increasing their capacity for processing
claims internally.

The outsourced services that Storetec
provided subsequently led to a
dramatic increase in claim applications
leading in turn to a significant increase
in paperwork, and therefore scanning
and data capture. Moving into the

months leading up to the PPI deadline,
it became apparent that the demand
for claims was going to exceed the
physical capacity of the client to
process the claims, risking claims
missing the deadline and therefore
leaving the client open to claims
against themselves.

At this point, Storetec approached the
client with a solution that would allow
more claim forms to be processed in an
even shorter period, delivering a
substantial increase in overall capacity.
The solution involved the development
of a mobile/web application by
Storetec that would allow the claimant
to bypass the postal process. 

Once a form is completed by the
claimant's signature, the claimant logs
on to the application and takes a
picture/scan of the form using a
mobile phone or tablet. The
application transmits the image to
Storetec's systems which convert it to a
PDF and performs the data capture.
The image and data are then
transferred through to the client for
actioning.

Storetec prioritised the application
development and within three weeks
had a working and tested application
ready for use by potential claimants.
The client began marketing and
utilising the application alongside the

standard paper-based process and
immediately saw a significant increase
in throughput of potential claims. As
the volumes increased and deadline
day approached, Storetec made further
enhancements, agreeing with the
client to place the focus on
automating the most time-consuming
aspects of the process. This allowed a
scaling back of the normal work on
exceptions, whilst still ensuring the
integrity of the core process.

FULLY  OPERATIONAL
Running the new application alongside
the standard process, in addition to the
enhancements that were made reduced
the average claim processing time from
21 to 7 days. In the peak month of
volume, August 2019, Storetec
processed over 600,000 mail items,
averaging over 28,000 mail items per
day. Following the PPI deadline,
Storetec continues to process general
mail items for the client, the main bulk
of which are responses from the banks
with outcomes to the claims.

Storetec remains fully operational and
available to handle any digital mailroom
or document scanning project. If you
have a digitisation project in mind, do
not hesitate to contact our team today
on 0800 612 4065.
More  info:  www.storetec.net
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"MOVING INTO THE MONTHS LEADING UP TO THE PPI DEADLINE, IT BECAME APPARENT THAT THE DEMAND FOR

CLAIMS WAS GOING TO EXCEED THE PHYSICAL CAPACITY OF THE CLIENT TO PROCESS THE CLAIMS, RISKING

CLAIMS MISSING THE DEADLINE AND THEREFORE LEAVING THE CLIENT OPEN TO CLAIMS AGAINST THEMSELVES.

AT THIS POINT, STORETEC APPROACHED THE CLIENT WITH A SOLUTION THAT WOULD ALLOW MORE CLAIM

FORMS TO BE PROCESSED IN AN EVEN SHORTER PERIOD, DELIVERING A SUBSTANTIAL INCREASE IN OVERALL

CAPACITY. THE SOLUTION INVOLVED THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MOBILE/WEB APPLICATION BY STORETEC THAT

WOULD ALLOW THE CLAIMANT TO BYPASS THE POSTAL PROCESS."
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